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ABSTRACT 

 

The aim of this paper is to enhance crashworthiness in the case of vehicle-to-barrier full 

frontal collision using vehicle dynamics control systems integrated with an extendable 

bumper. The work carried out in this paper includes developing and analysing a new vehicle 

dynamics/crash mathematical model and a multi-body occupant mathematical model. The 

first model integrates a vehicle dynamics model with the vehicle’s front-end structure to 

define the vehicle body crash kinematic parameters. In this model, the anti-lock braking 

system (ABS) and the active suspension control system (ASC) are co-simulated, and its 

associated equations of motion are developed. The second model is used to capture the 

occupant kinematics during full frontal collision. The numerical simulations show that in the 

case of using the extendable bumper the crash energy absorbed is considerable compared 

with traditional structure. Therefore, the minimum vehicle crumble zone’s deformation is 

obtained when the ABS alongside under pitch control (UPC) is applied with the extendable 

bumper. The minimum pitch angle of the vehicle body and acceleration are obtained when 

the ABS alongside UPC technique is applied without the extendable bumper. The occupant 

deceleration and the occupant's chest and head rotational acceleration are used as injury 

criteria. The longitudinal displacement and acceleration of the occupant is extremely 

decreased when the extendable bumper is used. It is also shown that the VDCS can affect the 

crash characteristics and the occupant safety positively, whereas the rotations angle and 

acceleration of the occupant chest and head are significantly reduced. 

 

Keywords: active safety; collision mitigation; vehicle dynamics adn control; mathematical 

modelling; extendable bumper 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays, vehicle safety requirements and collision mitigation are one of the most important 

points of research in automotive engineering. The increasing public awareness of safety 

issues and the increasing legislative requirements have increased the pressure on vehicle 

manufacturers to improve the vehicle crashworthiness. Many different techniques were 
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studied to investigate the opportunities of the vehicle collision mitigation. These techniques 

can be classified as pre and post-collision. 

The advance driver assistant systems (ADAS) is one of the most well-know method 

developed to enhance vehicle systems for better driving and safety. They are intended to help 

avoiding collisions and accidents by providing technologies and collecting data from the road 

which alert the drivers, or to avoid collisions by implementing self- control of the vehicle. In 

the event of unavoidable collsion, different actions may be taken to minimis the crash. For 

instance, the brake assistant system (BAS) (Tamura, Inoue, Watanabe & Maruko, 2001) and 

the collision mitigation brake system (CMBS) (Sugimoto & Sauer, 2005) could be used to 

activate the braking instantly based on the behaviour characteristics of the driver, and relative 

position from the most dangerous other object for the moment. In the platoon control, ADAS 

is considered in order to make the vehicle behave monotonically in the forward direction 

without collision (Ghasemi and Rouhi 2015). While ADAS was investigated, developed, and 

already used for some modern vehicles, it is still far away from its goal to prevent vehicle 

collisions. 

In terms of the enhancing crash energy absorption and minimizing deformation of the 

vehicle’s structure in post-collision, two types of  smart front-end structures, namely:  

extendable and fixed,  have been proposed and analysed to mitigate vehicle collision and 

enhance crash behaviour in different crash scenarios (Elmarakbi & Zu, 2004, 2005, 2006, 

2007). The extendable smart front-end structure, which is considered in this paper, consists of 

two hydraulic cylinders integrated with the front-end longitudinal members of standard 

vehicles. The hydraulic cylinders can be extended in impending collisions using radar 

techniques to absorb the impact kinetic energy proving that smart structure can absorb more 

crash energy by their damping characteristics. For this smart structure, several mathematical 

models were developed and analytical and numerical simulations were presented (Elmarakbi 

& Zu, 2004, 2007).  

In the same way, an extendable and retractable knee bolster was mathematically 

presented (Wang & Browne, 2003). This can be extended at the threat of an impending 

collision and retracted if the threat is suppressed. This system was proposed to be positioned 

in the lower portion of the instrument panel of a vehicle at knee height to an occupant. 

Another extendable and retractable bumper (E/R bumper) was presented analytically and 

experimentally (Wang, 2005). Also the E/R bumper extends at impending collision to give an 

extra gap for absorption of crush energy and retracts when the threat disappears. This system 

provides a maximum bumper extension of 100 mm which is suitable for a maximum crash 

speed of about 60 km/hr. 

With regard to the occupant safety, vehicle body pitch and drop during frontal impact 

play an important role in driver’s neck and head injury (Chang et al., 2005). Vehicle body 

pitch and drop have normally been experienced in frontal crash tests. Chang et al. used a 

finite element (FE) method to investigate frame deformation upon full-frontal impact and 

discussed the cause and counter-measures design regarding vehicle body pitch and drop. It 

was found that downward bending generated from the geometric offsets of the frame rails in 

the vertical direction during a crash is the key feature of the pitching of the vehicle body.   

Modern motor vehicles are increasingly using vehicle dynamic control systems 

(VDCS) to replace traditional mechanical systems in order to improve vehicle handling, 

stability, and comfort. In addition, VDCS are playing an important role for active safety 

system for road vehicles, which control the dynamic vehicle motion in emergency situations. 

Anti-lock brake system (ABS) is used to allow the vehicle to follow the desired steering 

angle while the intense braking is applied (Yu, Feng & Li, 2002). In addition, the ABS helps 

reducing the stopping distance of a vehicle compared with the conventional braking system. 

Model predictive control was used in order to stabilize a vehicle during longitudinal or 
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manoeuvring situations (Ba, et al, 2015). The Active suspension control system (ASC) is 

used to improve the quality of the vehicle ride and reduce the vertical acceleration (Yue, 

Butsuen & Hedrick, 1988; Alleyne & Hedrick, 1995). 

An extensive review of the current literatures showed that a little research exists on the 

influences of vehicle dynamics on vehicle collisions. The influence of the braking force on 

vehicle impact dynamics in low-speed rear-end collisions has been studied (Mastandrea & 

Vangi, 2005). It was confirmed that the braking force was not negligible in high-quality 

simulations of vehicle impact dynamics at low speed. The effect of vehicle braking on the 

crash and the possibility of using vehicle dynamics control systems to reduce the risk of 

incompatibility and improve the crash performance in frontal vehicle-to-barrier collision were 

investigated (Hogan & Manning, 2007). They proved that there is a slight improvement of the 

vehicle deformation once the brakes are applied during the crash. A multi-body vehicle 

dynamic model using ADAMS software, alongside with a simple crash model was generated 

in order to study the effects of the implemented control strategy.  

In this paper a unique vehicle crash/dynamics mathematical model is developed. This 

model is used to investigate the mitigation of the vehicle collision in the case of full frontal 

vehicle-to-barrier crash scenario using VDCS and an extendable bumper. In addition, an 

occupant model is used to capture the occupant kinematics during the collision. 

 

MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

 

A vehicle frontal collision can be divided into two main stages, the first one is a primary 

impact, and the second one is a secondary impact. The primary impact indicates the collision 

between the front-end structure of the vehicle and an obstacle (Barrier in this paper). The 

secondary impact is the interaction between the occupant and the restraint system and/or the 

vehicle interior due to vehicle collisions. In this paper tow mathematical models are 

developed. The first one (vehicle dynamics/crash model) is used to capture the vehicle crash 

characteristics, while the second one (occupant model) is used to predict the occupant 

behaviour during the collision. 

 

Vehicle Dynamics/Crash Model 

 

Vehicle modelling were used to simulate vehicle dynamics (Ahmad et al, 2014) or vehicle 

crashes (Elmarakbi & Zu, 2004, 2007). In this paper, a 4-DoF vehicle dynamics/crash 

mathematical model is developed to study the effect of vehicle dynamics control systems on 

vehicle collision mitigation. Full frontal vehicle-to-barrier crash scenario is considered in this 

paper. The ABS and the ASC systems are co-simulated with a vehicle dynamic model and 

integrated with a non-linear front-end structure model. The ideal structure needs to have 

extendable length when the front-end structure is not capable to absorb crash energy without 

violating deceleration pulse requirements. A smart structure is used to meet this ideal 

requirement. The front-end structure consists of two hydraulic cylinders integrated with the 

front-end longitudinal members of standard vehicles as shown in Figure 1.  

The general dimensions of the model are shown in Figure 1, where lf, lr, h, e1 and e2 

represent the longitudinal distance between the vehicle’s CG and front wheels, the 

longitudinal distance between the CG and rear wheels, the high of the CG from the ground, 

the distance between the CG and front-end upper springs and the CG and front-end lower 

springs respectively. Figures 2-a and 2-b show the deformation of the front-end and vehicle 

pitching at the early stage and at the end of impact for the vehicle.  
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Figure 1: Vehicle crash/dynamics mathematical model 

                
   (a)       (b) 

Figure 2: (a) The mathematical models at the early stage of the impact (b) The mathematical 

models at the end of impact 

 

In this half-car model, the vehicle body is represented by lumping mass m and it has a 

translational motion in longitudinal direction (x-axis), translational motion on vertical 

direction (z-axis) and pitching motion (around y-axis). The front-end structure is represented 

by two non-linear springs with stiffnesses ksu and ksl for the upper members (rails) and the 

lower members of the vehicle frontal structure, respectively. The upper and lower cross 

members and the bumper are represented by lumped masses mcu, mcl and mb, respectively, 

and they only have a longitudinal motion in the x direction. The extendable bumper consists 

of controlled hydraulic cylinder with damping coefficient cb integrated with the front-end 

longitudinal members as shown in Figure 1. 

Two spring/damper units are used to represent the conventional vehicle suspension 

systems. Each unit has a spring stiffness kS and a damping coefficient c. The subscripts f and 

r, u and l denote the front and rear wheels, upper and lower longitudinal members, 

respectively. The ASC system is co-simulated with the conventional suspension system to 

add or subtract an active force element u. The ABS is co-simulated with the mathematical 

model using a simple wheel model. The unsprung masses are not considered in this model 

and it is assumed that the vehicle moves on a flat-asphalted road, which means that the 

vertical movement of the tyres and road vertical forces can be neglected. 

The equations of motion of the mathematical model are developed to study and predict 

the dynamic response of the vehicle-to-barrier in full frontal crash scenario as follows: 

 

 0 brbfslsu FFFFxm   (1)  

 0 SrSf FFzm   (2)  

 0)()(21  hzFFdFdFlFlFI brbfslsurSrfSfyy   (3) 

 0 sldclcl FFxm   (4)  

 

At the point of impact, the lumped mass mcu moves freely until reaching the barrier, 

then it stops moving until the end of the collision; while the lumped mass mb does not move 
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from the beginning to the end of collision due to the contact with the barrier. Therefore, the 

two masses (mcu and mb) are not included in the equations of motion. The scripts x  and z  

are the acceleration of the vehicle body in longitudinal direction and vertical directions, 

respectively.   is the rotational pitching acceleration of the vehicle body. Fs, FS, Fb and Fd 

are front-end non-linear spring forces, vehicle suspension forces, braking forces and the 

damping force of the extendable bumper hydraulic cylinder, respectively. clx
 
is the 

longitudinal acceleration of the lower cross member. d1 and d2 represent the distance between 

the CG and the upper springs force and the lower springs force for each vehicle, respectively 

and can be calculated using Figure 3 as: 
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There are different types of forces which are applied on the vehicle body. These forces 

are generated by the deformation of the front-end structure and damping of the extendable 

bumper due to vehicle crushing, conventional suspension system due to the movement of the 

vehicle body, and the active control systems such as the ABS and ASC.  

 

 

Figure 3: Illustration drawing of the front-end deformation due to vehicle pitching  

( Before pitching     After pitching) 

 

To simulate the upper and lower members of the vehicle front-end structure, multi-

stage piecewise linear force-deformation spring characteristics are considered. The non-linear 

springs used in the multi-body model (ADAMS) (Hogan & Manning 2007) are taken to 

generate the n stage piecewise spring’s characteristics. The forces of the front-end springs are 

calculated using the general relationship between the force and deflection of a non-linear 

spring depicted in Figure 4 as follows:  

 

 ijisijsi FkF             (7) 

 

where ks and δ represent the stiffness and the deflection of the front-end spring, respectively. 

The subscript i indicates the spring location (u: upper right spring, l: lower right spring) and 

the subscript j indicates different stages of the force-deformation characteristics as shown in 

Figure 4. The stiffness of the spring ks and the force elements Fij vary according to the 

different stages of the deflection. 
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Deformation 

 

Figure 4: General piecewise force-deformation characteristics 

 

The damping force of the extendable bumper that generated from the vehicle crash is 

expressed as follows: 

 

 cldd xcF   (8) 

 

where cd is the damping coefficient of the hydraulic cylinder of the extendable bumper, clx
 
is 

the velocity of the lower cross member. The suspension forces are generated via vertical and 

pitching movements and the velocity of the vehicle body and can be written as follows: 

 

 
ffffSfSf ulzclzkF  )cos()sin(    (9) 

 rrrrSrSr ulzclzkF  )cos()sin(  
 

(10) 

 

where z and θ are the vehicle body vertical displacement and pitching angle, respectively, and 

z  and   are the vehicle body vertical and pitching velocities, respectively. The ASC force 

elements (u) are applied in the vertical direction parallel to the existing conventional 

suspension system.  

The ASC force elements are taken in parallel with the existing conventional suspension 

system and applied in the vertical direction. The maximum active suspension force is 

considered to be 2000 N on each wheel with the maximum suspension travel limit of 100 

mm, taking into consideration the response time of the ASC system.  

Validation of the vehicle dynamics–crash model was established in a previous study by 

the authors to ensure the validity of the model (Elkady, Elmarakbi & MacIntyre, 2012). This 

is accomplished by comparing the mathematical model results with real test data and the 

results of the former ADAMS model. The validation showed that the mathematical model 

results are well matched with the other results.   

 

Multi-Body Occupant Model 

 

The occupant mathematical model shown in Figure 5 is developed to evaluate the occupant 

kinematic behaviour in full frontal crash scenarios. The human body model consists of three 

bodies, with masses m1, m2 and m3 (Elkady, Elmarakbi & Crolla, 2012). The first body (lower 

body), with mass m1, represents the legs and the pelvic area of the occupant and is considered 

to have a translation motion in the longitudinal direction and rotation motion around the CG 

F
o
rc

e 
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of the vehicle. The second body (middle body), with mass m2, represents the occupant’s 

abdominal area, the thorax area and the arms and is considered to have a translation motion in 

the longitudinal direction and rotation motion around the pivot between the lower and middle 

bodies (pivot 1). The third body (upper body), with mass m3, represents the head and neck of 

the occupant and is considered to have a translation motion in the longitudinal direction and 

rotation motion around the pivot between the middle and upper bodies (pivot 2). One 

rotational spring is considered at each pivot to represent the joint stiffness between the pelvic 

area and the abdominal area and between the thorax area and the neck/head area, 

respectively. The seatbelt is represented by two linear spring-damper units between the 

compartment and the occupant; and the airbag is represented by one linear spring-damper 

unit.  

The equation of motion of the human body, using Lagrange’s method, is generated as 

follows: 

 

 0



























q

D

q

V

q

E

q

E

dt

d


 (11) 

 

where E, V and D are the kinetic energy, potential energy and the Rayleigh dissipation 

function of the system, respectively. q represents the variables; (x1) longitudinal movement of 

the occupant’s lower body (θ2) the rotational angle of the occupant’s middle body and (θ3) 

the rotational angle of the occupant’s upper body, respectively, while 1q is the variables' 

velocities.  

 

 
Main dimensions 

 
Other dimension 

Figure 5. Multi-body occupant model 
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The kinetic energy of the system can be written as: 
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where v1, v2 and v3 are the equivalent velocities of the lower, middle and upper bodies of the 

occupant, respectively. I1, I2 and I3 are the rotational moment of inertia of the lower, middle 

and upper bodies about the CG of each body, respectively. The equivalent velocities of the 

three bodies of the occupant can be calculated as follows: 

 
222

1 11 mm YXv  
 (13.a) 

where the displacement and velocity of the lower body in x direction can be calculated as: 

 
)sin((sin111

  lxXm  (13.b) 

 
2

1
2

111 )]cos([])sin([    lxll
 (13.c) 

based on the small change in θ during the crash event, l1 has been taken as constant in all 

equations. 

 )cos(111
   lxXm  (13.d) 

 

and the displacement and velocity of the lower in y direction can be calculated as: 

 

 )cos)(cos(11
  lYm  (13.e) 

 )sin(11
   lYm  (13.f) 

 

substituting Eqs.(13.d) and (13.f) in Eqs.(13.a), the equivalent velocity of the lower body can 

be written as: 

 

 )cos(2 11
22

1
2
1

2
1    lxlxv  (13.g) 

 

By repeating the previous steps of Eq. (13), the equivalent velocities of the middle and 

upper bodies and the total kinetic energy can be calculated. 

 

Where Xmi is the resultant longitudinal displacement and Ymi is the resultant vertical 

displacement. (i: denotes body position 1: lower, 2: middle and 3: upper), l1, l2 and l3 are the 

distance from the vehicle’s CG to the lower body’s CG, middle body length and upper body 

length, respectively. It is assumed that l1 is constant due to the insignificant change of its 

length during the crash. β is the angle between the vertical centreline of the vehicle and the 

line between the vehicle’s CG and the CG of the lower body, see Figure 6.  

The potential energy of the system can be written as: 
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where the deflection on the lower and upper seatbelt sprigs can be calculated as: 

 xx  11  (15.a) 
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where h is the vehicle’s CG height. k1, k2, kR12 and kR23 are the lower seatbelt stiffness, upper 

seatbelt stiffness, the spring stiffness of the pivot 1, and the spring stiffness of the pivot 2, 

respectively. δ1, δ2, δ3, δs1, δs2 and δs3 are the total deflection of the lower seatbelt spring, total 

deflection of the upper seatbelt spring, total deflection of the airbag, the initial slack length of 

the lower seatbelt spring, the initial slack length of the upper seatbelt spring, and the initial 

slack length of the airbag, respectively. l4 is the distance between the pivot 1 and the contact 

point between the upper seatbelt spring and the middle body, l5 is the distance between the 

vehicle’s CG and the contact point between the upper seatbelt spring and the vehicle 

compartment, l6 is the distance between the vehicle’s CG and the steering wheel,  is the 

angle between the line l5 and vertical centre line of the vehicle’s CG, and ε is the angle 

between the line l6 and vertical centre line of the vehicle’s CG. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. A schematic diagram of the occupant’s lower body movement during the 

impact 

 

The Rayleigh dissipation function can be written as: 

 
2
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where c1, c2 and c3 are the damping ratio of the lower seatbelt damper, the damping ratio of 

the upper seatbelt damper, and the damping ratio of the airbag damper, respectively. 

The occupant model has been validated by the authors in previous work by comparing 

its results with the former finite element human model and crash test (Elkady, 2012). The 
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validation showed that the results from the mathematical model and the previous results are 

in good agreement. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Six different cases of vehicle crash scenarios are investigated in this paper. The first three 

cases, namely: free rolling, anti-lock braking system (ABS) and ABS integrated with under-

pitch control (UPC). The next three cases are the repetition of the first three cases using the 

extendable bumper system. These different cases of vehicle crash scenarios are described as 

follows: 

Case 1: Free rolling - in this case a vehicle collides with a barrier/vehicle without 

applying any type of control. 

Case 2: ABS - in this case the anti-lock braking system is applied before and during the 

collision. 

Case 3: ABS + UPC - in this case, the UPC is developed with the aid of the ASC 

system using the fuzzy logic controller. The idea of the UPC controller is to give the vehicle 

body negative pitch angle before the crash and try to maintain the vehicle in this case until it 

collides with the barrier. The objective of the UPC system is to obtain the minimum pitching 

angle and acceleration of the vehicle body during the crash. 

Cases 4, 5 and 6 are a repetition of cases 1, 2 and 3 with using the extendable bumper 

system, respectively. 

 

 Primary Impact Results 

 

 While the ADAS detected that the crash is unavoidable at 1.5 sec prior to the 

impact (Jansson, Gustafsson & Ekmark, 2002), the VDCS and the extendable bumper have 

been activated in this short time prior the impact. The values of different parameters used in 

numerical simulations are given in Table 1 (Alleyne, 1997); while the damping coefficient 

and the length of the hydraulic cylinder of the extendable bumper system are chosen to be 

20000 N.s/m, and 0.4 m, respectively. The vehicle is adapted to collide with the barrier at 55 

km/hr speed. Prior collisions, the front-springs forces are equal to zero in the equations of 

motion. The front-end springs forces are re-deactivated at the end of the collision (vehicle 

velocity equal zero/negative values) and the behavior of the vehicle in post-collision is 

captured. Front-end deformation, vehicle body acceleration, pitching angle and pitching 

acceleration are depicted to assess the crash behaviour of the vehicle. 

 Figure 7 shows the front-end structure’s deformation-time histories for in all 

different VDCS cases. The deformation of the front-end is divided into two phases  

(Mastandrea & Vangi, 2005). The compression phase, which is considered complete when 

the vehicle reaches the velocity of the obstacle (zero for the barrier). The restitution 

(rebound) phase, which finishes when the force of deformation results are equal to 0.  It is 

noticed that for the first set of results (without the extendable bumper) the deformation 

increased to reach its maximum value (different for each case) and then decreased slightly 

due to front-end springs rebound. Slight differences in the maximum deformation of the 

vehicle’s front-end are found in each case; however, a reduction of about 20 mm of the 

maximum deformation is obtained in cases 2 and 3 compared with case 1 (free rolling). For 

the second set of results (with the extendable bumper) the deformation increased slowly to 

reach a specific point (around 0.06 sec); at this point the extendable bumper is completely 

deformed. Then it increased rapidly to reach its maximum value and then decreased slightly 

due to the rebound.  
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Table 1. The values of the different parameters, which are used in the simulations. 

 

Parameter m Iyy kSf  kSrR  cfR = cfL crR = crL lf lr 

Value 
1200 

kg 

1490 

kg.m2 

36.5 

kN/m 

27.5 

kN/m 

1100 

N.s/m 
900 N.s/m 

1.185 m 1.58 

m 

 

The fundamental advantage of the extendable bumper is to absorb more crash energy 

by the ability to use more distance available for crush. Therefore, the significant reduction in 

the front-end deformation shown in Figure 7 is a logic. The effect of VDCS becomes more 

efficient when the extendable bumper is applied, where in this case the reduction of the 

maximum deformation (about 30 mm) is greater than the reduction obtained without the use 

of the extendable bumper.  

 

 
 Time (sec) 

 

Figure 7: Deformation of the front-end structure 

 

The deceleration – time histories of the vehicle body in all cases are presented in Figure 

8. For the first set of results, the deceleration-time history can be divided into three stages. 

The first stage represents the increase of the vehicle’s deceleration before the front wheels 

reach the barrier. This deceleration is caused by the deformation of the front-end and the 

effect of braking forces (Hogan & Manning, 2007). In this stage, a slight higher deceleration 

is noticed for cases 2 and 3 compared with the free rolling case. In the second stage, the front 

wheels reach the barrier and stop moving; therefore, their braking effects are vanished. While 

the braking force is one source of vehicle deceleration, so when its effect is vanished at the 

beginning of this stage, a rapid reduction in the vehicle body deceleration occurs (arrow 1, 

Figure 8). At the end of this stage, the vehicle stops and starts moving in the opposite 

direction. In addition, the braking force changes its direction and another drop in the vehicle 

deceleration is noticed as shown in Figure 8, (arrow 2). The maximum deceleration is 

observed at this stage because the front-end structural are crushed and act as a solid with a 

great increase in stiffness (Brell, 2005). It is observed theat the deceleration in this stage is 

almost the same for all crash cases. At the third stage, a condition of allowing the front-end 

springs to be rebounded for a very short time is applied during the simulation analysis. 

During this stage, the vehicle moves back and the deformation of the front-end decreases as 
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shown in Figure 7. At the end of this stage, the non-linear front-end springs are deactivated 

and the vehicle’s deceleration suddenly drops to a value of zero. This fast drop is due to the 

assumption of immediate stopping the effect front-end springs after a very short time of 

rebound (Hogan & Manning, 2007). 

For the second set of simulation, the front wheels do not reach the barrier; therefore, the 

second stage does not exist. From the point of impact until the extendable bumper is 

completely compressed (between 0.06 and 0.07 Sec), a slight higher deceleration is noticed 

for cases 5 and 6 compared with case 4. After this point, a rapid deceleration of the vehicle 

body is noticed and the maximum deceleration is almost the same for all cases. It is clear 

from Fig 8 that the vehicle sustains lower deceleration (27 g) when the extendable bumper is 

used alongside VDCS compared with (32 g) when only the VDCS is applied. It is also 

obvious that the effect of VDCS on vehicle deceleration is insignificant. 

 

 
 Time (sec) 

 

Figure 8: Vehicle body deceleration 

 

Figure 9 shows the vehicle’s pitch angle-time histories in all cases. The VDCS is 

applied 1.5 second before the collision, therefore, the vehicle body impacts the barrier at 

different values of pitch angles according to each case as shown in Figure 9. The vehicle’s 

pitch angle, then reaches its maximum values (normally after the end of the crash) according 

to each case. Following this, the pitch angle reduced to reach negative values and then 

bounces to reach its steady-state condition.  In general, when the vehicle is subjected to pitch 

motion, it shakes forth and back (positive and negative pitch angles) several times before 

reaching its stability again (Ori, et al, 2011). 

In the case of free rolling, the vehicle body pitching angle is generated solely due to the 

different impact forces between the upper and lower front-end springs, while in case 2 and 5 

(only ABS is applied) an extra pitching moment is generated due to the braking force. This 

explains how the maximum pitch angle is observed in these cases. When the under pitch 

technique is applied along with ABS (cases 3 and 6), the vehicle is given a negative pitch 

angle prior to impact, and the UPC forces generate a negative pitch moment prior and during 

the impact. In these cases, a great improvement of the vehicle pitching is obtained.  
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It is noticed that the vehicle pitching increases when the extendable bumper is used. 

This can be concluded by noting that the maximum pitching angle is 9.6, 15.4 and 2.9 

degrees in cases 1, 2 and 3 respectively, compared with 14, 20, and 4.9 degrees for cases 4, 5 

and 6, respectively. There are two factors cause these higher values of pitching angles. 

Firstly, the crushing force is only applied on the lower rails through the extendable bumper at 

the early stage of collision, while the upper rails do not reach the barrier yet. Secondly, the 

braking force of the front wheels is continually activated during the crash period because the 

front wheels do not reach the barrier in this period. These two factors are the main source of 

generating pitching moment to the vehicle body. 

 

 
 Time (sec) 

 

Figure 9: Vehicle body pitch angle 

 

The vehicle pitch acceleration-time histories are depicted in Figure 10 for all six cases.  

The pitch acceleration is increased very quickly at the early stage of the impact to reach its 

maximum value for each case due to the high pitching moment that is generated from the 

collision. This peak in the vehicle pitch acceleration during the impact is due to the main load 

path for the crash pulse being transmitted through the structure to the cabin below the vehicle 

centre of mass (Hogan & Manning, 2007). At the end of the collision, all pitching moments 

due to the crash are equal to zero, vehicle speeds are negative with very low values, and the 

vehicle pitch angles are still positive. This means the vehicle is now controlled by the tyres 

and suspension forces, which have already generated moments in the opposite direction of the 

vehicle pitching. This describes the reason for the high drop and the changing direction from 

positive to negative on the vehicle pitch acceleration at the end of the crash (Chang et al., 

2005).  

As shown in Figure 10, the vehicle’s maximum pitching acceleration occurs at the end 

of the collision and the greatest value of the maximum pitching acceleration is observed in 

case 5 (EB-ABS). The following highest value of pitching acceleration is noticed in case 2 

(ABS). While the pitching angle in cases 1 and 3 is lower than the pitching angle in cases 4 

and 6, the maximum pitching acceleration is almost the same for cases 1 and 4 (free rolling 

and EB- free rolling); and 3 and 6 (ABS + UPC and EB- ABS + UPC), respectively. That 

means, although the extendable bumper does not help reduce the pitching angle, it does not 

cause higher pitching acceleration except in case 5 (EB-ABS). That is because when the 
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extendable bumper is used, the crash force is applied only below the vehicle centre of mass, 

in addition to the braking force, which is the main source of pitching motion (Ori, et al, 

2011). The lowest value of the vehicle pitching acceleration is detected in cases 3 and 6 at 

almost the same value. The reduction of the vehicle pitch acceleration in these cases is also 

notable, it decreases from about 2400 deg/s
2
 in case of free rolling to about 1000 deg/s2 in 

case 3 and 6. Because of the vehicle's rear wheels left the ground during the vehicle pitching, 

a sudden increase of the vehicle pitching acceleration is observed when the rear wheels re-

contacted the ground (look at the arrows in Figure 10). This sudden increase in pitching 

acceleration does not exist in cases 3 and 6 because the rear wheels do not leave the ground in 

these cases. 

 

 
 Time (sec) 

 

Figure 10: Vehicle body pitch acceleration 

 

Secondary Impact Results 

 

The injury criteria in this paper have been taken as occupant’s pelvis deceleration, occupant’s 

chest rotational acceleration, and head rotational acceleration. These injury criteria of the 

occupant have been determined based on the output data obtained from the vehicle 

dynamics/crash model. The vehicle output data (deceleration and pitching acceleration) due 

to the collision are transferred to the occupant as a sudden deceleration to all the body, and 

rotational movements of the head and chest. It is assumed that at initial condition, the 

occupant's chest and head are in a vertical position. When the VDCS is applied (1.5 Sec prior 

collision) the occupant's chest and head take a different angles in this short time according to 

each case and then collide with the barrier with these different angles. It is also important to 

mention that the front airbag is activated at the point of impact. 

The occupant data that used in the numerical simulation is presented in table 2 (Ilie & 

Tabacu, 2007), while the total stiffness of the two seatbelt springs is 98.1 kN/m with a 

damping coefficient of 20% (Elmarakbi & Zu, 2004), and then it distributed between the 

upper and lower seatbelt springs by a ratio of 2:3, respectively (Paulitz, Blackketter & Rink, 

2006). Airbag’s spring stiffness is 5 kN/m and the damping coefficient is 20%. The slacks of 

the seatbelt springs are assumed zero, and the slack of the airbag is 0.05 m. 
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Table 2. The values of the occupant parameters. 

 

Parameter m1 m2 m3  kR12  kR23 L2 L3 

Value 
26.68 

kg 

46.06 

kg 

5.52 

kg 

280 

Nm/rad 

200 

Nm/rad 

0.427  

m 

0.24 

m 

 

The longitudinal displacement of the pelvis is depicted for all cases in Figure 11; it 

increases forward to reach its maximum position almost at the end of impact, and then returns 

back due to the seatbelt springs effect (Weaver, 1968). The fundamental advantage of the 

extendable bumper is to absorb more crash energy with the ability to use more distance 

available for crush. Therefore, the significant reduction in the pelvis’ longitudinal 

displacement shown in Figure 11 is a logic. It is noticed that for the first set of results 

(without the extendable bumper) slight differences in the maximum displacement of the 

occupant's pelvis. 

 

 
Time (sec) 

 

Figure 11: Occupant's pelvis displacement for all cases 
 

For the second set of results (with the extendable bumper), the pelvis' displacement 

increased slowly compared with the first set of results to reach its maximum value and then 

decreased slightly due to the seatbelt rebound. It is observed from Figure 11 that there are 

also insignificant differences between the values of the maximum displacement of the 

occupant's pelvis. It means that the effect of VDCS on the occupant's longitudinal motion is 

negligible (Elkady, Elmarakbi & Crolla, 2012). However, the reduction in that displacement 

is doubled when the extendable bumper is applied along with the VDCS. 

Figure 12 shows the pelvis deceleration for all cases; it is shown that it increases during 

the collision to reach its maximum values at the end of impact and then reduces due to the 

seat belt effect (Woo, et al, 2007). The sudden decrease of the deceleration (arrow 1 in Figure 

12) is due to the reverse of the effect of the braking force at the end of impact when the 

vehicle changes its direction and starts to move backward (Elkady, Elmarakbi & Crolla, 

2012). It observed that the maximum deceleration is almost the same for all cases of the first 
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and second sets of results with very small differences. These small differences mean that the 

VDCS do have an insignificant effect on the pelvis relative displacement and deceleration. 

 

 
Time (sec) 

 

Figure 12: Occupant's pelvis deceleration for all cases 
 

The relative rotation angle and acceleration of the occupant's chest for all cases are 

shown in Figures 13 (a and b), respectively. The occupant's chest starts the collision with 

different rotational angles according to each case. The occupant takes this angle in the period 

of 1.5 Sec prior collision when the VDCS is applied. The chest rotational angle is increased 

to reach its maximum value after about 0.06 second from the end of impact. That is because 

at the end of impact, the occupant's chest has a positive rotational acceleration. The rotational 

motion reaches its maximum position when the rotational velocity equal to zero. For the two 

sets of results, the maximum rotation angle is observed when only the ABS is applied, while 

the minimum one is observed when the control system sets to ABS + UPC case. For the first 

set of results (without the extendable bumper), the reduction of about 13 degrees is obtained 

while in the second set of results (with the extendable bumper) the reduction of about 15 

degrees is obtained. Related to the rotational acceleration, the positive rotational acceleration 

shown in Figure 13 (b) is due to the vehicle crash, while the negative maximum acceleration 

is due to the return of the seatbelt springs effect (Woo, et al, 2007 and Weaver, J.R., 1968). 

The chest rotational acceleration increases gradually to reach its maximum positive value and 

then reduces to reach its maximum negative value. For both sets of results, it is monitored 

that the minimum positive acceleration is occurred when only the ABS is applied, while the 

minimum one in the negative acceleration is happening in case 5. 

 

                 
                         Time (sec)                                     Time (sec) 
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Figure 13 (a): Rotational angle of the 

occupant's chest about y axis for all 

cases 

 

Figure 13 (b): Rotational acceleration 

of the occupant's chest for all cases 
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The relative rotation angle between the occupant's chest and head is captured in Figures 

14. The head rotation angle is increased to reach its first peak values, which is occurring 

during the increase of chest rotating. Then it increased gradually in cases 1, 2 and 5 to reach 

its second peak values or slightly decreased in cases 3, 4 and 6 due to the return of the 

occupant's chest. For the two sets of results, the peak value of the head rotational angle is 

observed when only the ABS is used, while the minimum one is detected when the case of 

ABS + UPC system is used. The ABS + UPC system causes a reduction of about 20 degrees 

in the first set of results and about 15 degrees when the extendable bumper is used. Figure 15 

shows the relative rotational acceleration of the occupant's head. For the both sets of results, 

the maximum positive and negative acceleration are observed in free rolling case, while the 

minimum positive and negative values are seen when the ABS is only applied. As observed 

in the chest results, the head rotational angle and acceleration have started from different 

points related to the VDCS case. 

 

 
Time (sec) 

 

Figure 14: Rotational angle of the occupant's head about y axiz for all cases 
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Time (sec) 

 

Figure 15: Rotational acceleration of the occupant's head about y axis for all cases 

 

Related to the occupant injury criteria, the occupant's head rotational accelerations 

appeared to be the major cause of strain-induced brain injury which it contributed to more 

than 80% of the brain strain and the peak amplitude of rotational acceleration must not 

exceed 9.4 krad/s2 (538.5 kdeg/s2) (Zhang & Pintar, 2006). The results show some 

improvement in the occupant injury criteria, which makes the crash event more survivable. 

Use of under pitch technique (cases 3 and 6) can help reduce the chest and head rotation 

angle, and head rotational acceleration. The VDCS affects the occupant behaviour with 

different ways related to the applied case, and it can be seen that the applied of frontal UPC 

alongside ABS (case 6) can be taken as the best case due to its great effect on the occupant’s 

head (the most important part of the occupant’s body). 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

A unique vehicle dynamics/crash mathematical model is developed to study the influences of 

VDCS integrated with the extendable bumper system on the vehicle collision mitigation. This 

model combines vehicle crash structures, vehicle dynamics control and extendable bumper 

systems. In addition, a multi-body occupant mathematical model has been developed to 

capture the occupant dynamic response. It is shown from numerical simulations that the 

extendable bumper surpasses the traditional structure in absorbing crash energy at the same 

crash speed. Furthermore, it is shown that the extendable bumper brings significantly lower 

intrusions and helps keep the vehicle deceleration within desired limits. Although, using the 

extendable bumper causes an increase in vehicle pitching angle; it does not affect the 

maximum pitching acceleration. The results obtained from different applied cases show that 

the VDCS affect the crash situation, by different ratios related to each case, positively. The 

deformation of the vehicle front-end structure is reduced when the VDCS is applied, and this 

reduction in the vehicle deformation is greater when the extendable bumper is used. The 

vehicle body deceleration is insignificantly changed within the applied cases of VDCS. The 

vehicle pitch angle and its acceleration are dramatically reduced when the ABS is applied 

alongside the UPC system. It is also shown that the extendable bumper beats the traditional 

structure in occupant injury criteria. The effect of the VDCS is quite minimal in terms of 
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occupant relative displacement and deceleration. However, there are a significant effect on 

the rotations angle and acceleration of the occupant chest and head.. 
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